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Glendining’s 
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS 

OF COINS & MEDALS 

Manager: Daniel Fearon 
Directors: C.J. Weston, FIA (Scot.), C.R. Hawkings, FIA (Scot.) 

REPRESENTATIVE IN CANADA AND U.S.A. 
For Orders, Decorations and Medals 

George A. Brown 
Box 3095, Langley, British Columbia, V3A 4R3, Canada 

Tel: 604-534-8684 Fax: 604-534-4166 Telex: 04-365570 

COMMISSION FOR SELLING 

124% on the amount realised, but 10% on consignments over £1000; 5% on 
reserve prices for lots remaining unsold. Minimum charge of £10.00 per lot. 

Commission rates are negotiable for collections or individual items of high 
value. 

All goods will be held insured against fire and burglary, pending sale, at a 
premium of £1 per £100, unless the Auctioneers are instructed to the contrary. 

SETTLEMENT MADE 14 DAYS AFTER DATE OF SALE 

CASH ADVANCES 

If required, cash advances will be made at our discretion and at our valuations 
on the understanding that lots are submitted for sale entirely without reserve 

and at a commission rate of 2}% above normal rates. 

In the event of repayment of the cash advance before the sale takes place, a 
charge of 10% on the amount advanced will be payable. 

EXPERT ADVICE 

Expert advice is immediately available for the examination of property submitted 
to these rooms for sale by auction. 

VALUATIONS 

Probate and Insurance Valuations on Collections at agreed scale of charges. 

Glendining's 
Blenstock House, 7, Blenheim Street, New Bond Street, London W1Y 9LD. 

Telephone; 01-493 2445 

Telex No. 298855 Blen G. Fax No. 01-629 8876 

Registered Office as above. Registered in England No: 84483. 

Vat Registered No: 238 82 0943 

© 1988, Glendining & Co., London 

Glendining’s ~ affiliated to Phillips, the International Fine Art Auctioneers 
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List of Prices Realised 1s Price 25p 

Glendining’s 
7, Blenheim Street, New Bond Street 

London W1Y 9LD 

SALE OF 

ENGLISH AND FOREIGN COINS 

HELD ON 

WEDNESDAY, 23rd NOVEMBER, 1988 

The prices bid do not include the buyer’s premium and V.A.T. where applicable 

Omitted lots were withdrawn or unsold 
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Third Party Liability. Every person on Glendining & 
Co.’s premises at any time shall be deemed to be there 
at his or her risk. He or she shall have no claim against 
Glendining & Co. in respect of any accident which may 
occur OF Injury, emp. or loss howsoever caused, save 
insolar as the injury, amage or loss shall be caused by 
the direct negligence of Glendining & Co. employees. 

l 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE 

Definitions. In these Conditions Glendining & 
Co., who act only as auctioneers and agents for the 
vendor, are called “the Auctioneers”, and the 
representative of Glendining & Co. conducting the 
auction is called “The Auctioneer”. 

. General. Whilst Glendining & Co. make every 
effort to ensure the accuracy of their catalogue and 
the description of any lot: 
(a) Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as 

divided or combined with any other lot or lots is 
sold by the vendor with all faults, imperfections 
and errors of descriptions. 

(b) Glendining & Co. do not accept responsibility 
for the authenticity, attribution, genuineness, 
origin, authorship, date, age, period, condition 
or quality of any lot, unless they have been 
instructed in writing by the vendor so to certify, 
and im such case the Auctioneers do so as 
agents of the vendor and are not themselves 
responsible for such claims. 

(c) All statements, whether printed in the cata- 
logue or made orally, as to any of the matters 
set out in (b) above are statements of opinion 
only and are not to be taken as being or imply- 
ing any warranties or representations of fact by 
Giendining & Co., unless they have been 
instructed in writing by the vendor so to certify, 
and in such case the Auctioneers do so as 
agents of the vendor and are not themselves 
responsible for such claims. 

(d) Any claim under any Statute must be received 
in writing by the Auctioneer within ten days of 
the day of the sale. 

_ The Auction. 
(a) The Auctioneer has absolute discretion to div- 

ide any lot, to combine any two or more lots or 
to withdraw any lot or lots from the sale, to 
refuse bids, regulate bidding or cancel the sale 
without in any case giving any reason or with- 
out previous notice. He may bid on behalf of 
the vendor for all goods which are being offered 
subject to reserve or at the Auctioneer’s dis- 
cretion. 

(b) The highest bidder shall be the buyer except in 
the case of a dispute. If during the auction the 
Auctioneer considers that a dispute has arisen, 
he has absolute discretion to settle it or to re- 
offer the lot. The Auctioneer may at his sole 
discretion determine the advance of bidding or 
refuse a bid 
Each lot is put up for sale subject to any reserve 
price placed by the vendor. Where there is no 
reserve price (but not otherwise) the seller has 
the right to bid either personally or by any one 
person (who may be the Auctioneer). 

(d) All conditions, notices, descriptions, state- 
ments and other matters in the catalogue and 
elsewhere concerning any lot are subject to any 
statements modifying or affecting the same 
made by the Auctioneer from the rostrum prior 
to any bid being accepted for the lot. 

— (c 

Rescission. Notwithstanding any other terms of 

these Conditions, if within fourteen days after the 

sale Glendining & Co. have received from the 

buyer of any lot notice in writing that in his view 

the lot is a deliberate forgery and within twenty- 

one days after such notification the buyer returns 

the same to Glendining & Co. in the same con- 
dition as at the time of sale and by producing 

a 

10. 

ll. 

evidence, the burden of proof to be upon the buyer, 
satisfies Glendining & &S. that considered in the 
light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a 
deliberate forgery, then the sale of the lot will be 
rescinded an the purchase price of the same 
refunded. Both the buyer and the vendor agree to 
be bound by the decision of Glendining & Co. 

Default. Glendining & Co. disclaim responsibility 
for default by either the buyer or the vendor 
because they act as agents for the vendor only and 
therefore do not pay out to the vendor until pay- 
ment is received from the buyer. Instructions given 
by telephone are accepted at the sender’s risk and 
must be confirmed in writing forthwith. 

. In the event of a sale by private treaty both the 
vendor and the buyer agree to be bound by the 
General and any Special Conditions of Sale. 

VENDORS CONDITIONS 

Instructions. As Glendining & Co. are auction- 
eers, all goods delivered to Glendining & Co.'s 
premises will be deemed to be delivered for sale by 
auction unless otherwise previously stated in writ- 
ing and will be catalogued and sold at Glendining & 
Co.'s discretion and accepted by Glendining & Co. 
subject to all the Sale Conditions. By delivering the 
goods to Glendining & Co. for inclusion in their 
auction sales each vendor acknowledges that he or 
she has accepted and agreed to be bound by all 
these Conditions. 

. Collections. Glendining & Co. do not themselves 
usually undertake the collection of goods but will, if 
required in writing, instruct a contractor on the 
vendor's behalf in their capacity as agents. Glen- 
dining & Co. disclaim all responsibility for loss or 
damage to goods or for unauthorised removal of 
goods and for damage to premises caused by the 
contractor who should be insured for such risks. 
Unless instructions are received to the contrary the 
charge for these services will be deducted from the 
proceeds of sale. 

Loss or Damage. Glendining & Co. disclaim all 
responsibility for loss or damage to goods or for 
unauthorised removal of goods unless caused by 
the direct negligence of their employees. 

Storage. Glendining & Co. reserve the right to 
store or arrange for the storage of goods delivered 
to them for sale either on their own premises or 
elsewhere at their sole discretion. They exempt 
themselves from any liability for loss or damage to 
goods delivered to their sale rooms without suffi- 
cient sale instructions and reserve the right to make 
a minimum storage charge at 25p per lot per day 
for such goods (unless the loss or damage is caused 
by the negligence of their employees). 

Right to Sell. Vendors will be charged for goods 
left on the premises if the vendor has been 
requested to remove them and if the goods are not 
removed within twenty-one days of such request 
Glendining & Co. reserve the right to sell the 
goods to defray costs and storage charges. 

_ Insurance. 
(a) Unless otherwise instructed in writing all goods 

on Glendining & Co.'s premises and in their 
custody will be held insured against the risks of 
fire, theft following forcible entry and water 
damage (but not against accidental breakage or 
damage) for which insurance Glendining & Co. 
will charge a premium of £1 per £100 (minimum 
£1). The value of the goods so covered shall be 
the gross amount realised, or in the case of 
unsold lots the best bid, or in the case of goods 
withdrawn prior to a sale that which the specia- 
lised staff of Glendining & Co. shall in their 
absolute discretion estimate to be the auction 
value of such goods. 
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. Value Added Tax. 

. Property and Risk. 

(b) Glendining & Co. shall not be responsible for 
damage to or the loss, theft or destruction of 
any goods not so insured upon the owner's 
written instructions. 

(c) Glendining & Co. shall not be responsible for 
ge acerielarakaae, loss or damage howsoever 
caused unless directly caused by negligence of 
their employees. 

(d) In respect of any article delivered to Glendin- 
ing & Co. if the vendor has in force a policy or 
policies of insurance in which the article is 
specifically mentioned as being insured, 
whether or not for an agreed sum or value, the 
vendor shall notify his insurers of and shall 
himself note Glendining & Co.’s interest as 
bailees in such policy or policies. 

Reserves. 
(a) All goods are put up for sale WITHOUT 

RESERVE at the Auctioneer’s discretion 
unless written instructions as to reserves are 
received by one hour prior to the commence- 
ment of the sale. 

(b) In the event of any reserve price not being 
reached at auction Glendining & Co. are 
empowered to sell after the auction, by private 
treaty, at not less than the reserve price, as long 
as the goods remain on Glendining & Co.’s 
premises. In the event of such a sale by private 
treaty the Conditions of Sale applicable to a 
buyer governing the auction will apply. 

Indemnity. The vendor shall duly indemnify 
Glendining & Co. against any claims in connection 
with any goods sold by Glendining & Co. on the 
vendor's behalf. 

A vendor who sends for sale by 
auction any chattel(s) which is an asset of his 
business must disclose to the Auctioneer whether 
or not he is a registered person for Value Added 
Tax purposes and, if so, his registered number and 
whether or not he intends to operate the special 
scheme covering works of art, etc. This information 
must be supplied to the Auctioneer on or prior to 
delivery of the goods. 

The vendor authorises the Auctioneer to deduct 
commission and expenses at the stated rates from 
the hammer price and acknowledges the Auction- 
eer’s right to retain any premium payable by the 
purchaser. 

Rights to Photographs and Illustrations. The ven- 
dor gives Glendining & Co. full and absolute right 
to photograph and illustrate any lot placed in its 
hands for sale and to use such photographs and 
illustrations and any photographs provided by the 
vendor at any time at its absolute discretion 
(whether or not in connection with the auction). 

BUYERS CONDITIONS 

Inspection. Each buyer by making a bid for a lot 
acknowledges that he has satisfied himself fully 
before bidding by inspection or otherwise as to all 
the Sale Conditions the physical condition of and 
description of the lot including but not restricted to 
whether the lot is damaged or has been repaired or 
restored. 

Legal title will not pass to the 
buyer until the lot(s) has been paid for in full and 
the Auctioneers shall be entitled to a lien on any lot 
sold until the purchase price (as defined in 23 
below) is paid in full but each lot is at the sole risk 
of the buyer from the fall of the hammer. Each 
buyer shall forthwith give his full names and per- 
manent address and if called upon to do so by the 
Auctioneer shall forthwith pay to Glendining & 
Co. such proportion of the purchase price as the 
Auctioneer may require. If the buyer fails to do so, 
the lot may at the Auctioneer’s sole discretion be 
put up again and re-sold. 

20. 

22 

Bids. 

. Purchase Price. 

Every bidder shall be deemed to act as principal 

unless there is in force a written acknowledgement 

by Glendining & Co. that he acts as agent on behalf 

of a named principal. 

_ Removal of Goods. 
(a) No purchase shall be claimed or removed until 

it has been paid for and the sale has been 

concluded. All purchases shall be paid for and 

removed at the buyer’s risk and expense by the 

end of the second working day after the sale, 

failing which the Auctioneer shall not be 

responsible if the same are lost, stolen, 

damaged or destroyed, and all lots not so 

removed shall remain at the risk of the buyer 

and subject to a minimum warehousing charge 

of 25p per lot per day. If they are not paid for 

and removed within seven days of the sale the 

Auctioneer may re-sell them by auction or 

privately without notice to the buyer. Any liabi- 

lity which there may be on the part of the 

Auctioneer in respect of any loss shall be res- 
tricted to a maximum of the price paid by the 

buyer of the lot. 
(b) In the event of any failure of the buyers to 

comply with any of the above conditions the 
damages recoverable by the seller or the Auc- 
tioneers from the defaulter shall include any 
loss arising on any re-sale of the lot, together 
with the charges and expenses in respect of 
both sales, and together with interest at 2% 
above Midland Bank PLC Base Rate upon the 
price of any lot which has not been paid for 
within 48 hours of the sale, and any money 
deposited in part payment shall be held by the 
Auctioneers on account of any liability of the 
defaulter to them or to the seller. The Auction- 
eers are unable to accept payment from suc- 
cessful bidders other than in cash or by the 
bidder’s own cheque. Cheques drawn by third 
parties, whether in the Auctioneers’ favour or 
requiring endorsement, cannot be accepted. 

Value Added Tax. The Buyer will be liable to pay 
V.A.T. at the standard rate on the hammer price 
on those Lots indicated with a dagger (7) after’ the 
Lot number. This V.A.T. is refundable on proof of 
export by Overseas Buyers within 28 days of Sale. 

The purchaser shall pay the ham- 
mer price together with a premium of 10% of the 
hammer price. The premium is NOT negotiable 
and attracts V.A.T. at the standard rate and is 
payable by ALL purchasers. The vendor authorises 
the Auctioneer to deduct commission and expenses 
at the stated rates from the hammer price and 
acknowledges the Auctioneer’s right to retain the 
premium payable by the purchaser. 

IMPORTANT NOTES FOR BUYERS 

We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name 
of Graham) on behalf of intending buyers, and no 
charge is made for this service. Lots will be purchased 
as cheaply as permitted by other bids and reserves. Bids 
must be submitted to Glendining & Co. at least one 
hour before the sale commences, and should be entered 
on the forms provided. Bids left by telephone will be 
accepted only on the condition that they are at the 
sender's risk, and must in any case be confirmed in 
writing. 

Export Licences. A specific Licence is required before 
export from the U.K. of items that cost £16,000 or 
more, and are at least 50 years old, and also for certain 
other categories. The obtaining of any export licence is 
the responsibility of the buyer. ; 



GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BUYERS 

An asterisk (*) lot indicates the lot is illustrated. 

A dagger (+) after the Lot number indicates the Lot is subject to V.A.T. by the Buyer on the Hammer Price. 
This is refundable to Overseas Buyers on proof of Export within 28 days of the date of Sale. 

All Lots in this Sale are subject to a BUYER’S PREMIUM of 10% which attracts V.A.T. at the Standard Rate 
(at present 15%) and is payable by ALL BUYERS 

BIDS 
We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of Graham) on behalf of intending buyers, and no charge is 

made for this service. Lots will be purchased as cheaply as permitted by other bids and reserves. Bids must be 
submitted to Glendining & Co. at least one hour before the sale commences, and should be entered on the 
forms provided. Bids left by telephone will be accepted only on the condition that they are at the sender's risk, 
and must in any case be confirmed in writing. 

Bids by telephone, telex or fax are accepted (but must be received at least one hour before sales commence), 
and should be confirmed in writing. Overseas customers are urged to use these facilities, but all communica- 
—_ = headed GLENDININGS. However we regret that bids left on our Answerphone service cannot 

> accepted. 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE 
Please note that cheques under £100 will be accepted with a Banker's Card. Cheques for the payment of 

purchases over this amount must be cleared through our bank before goods can be delivered. 

PAYMENT BY OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 
Payment should be made in Sterling in the form of cash, cheques drawn on a U.K. clearing bank, or by 

means of a banker's draft or telegraphic or cable transfer directly into our bank account, quoting the original 
invoice number. 

Unless prior arrangements have been made, and payment is made by any other means, then the customer 
will be liable for any bank or collection charges concerned, and any losses arising from the conversion of 
foreign currencies into sterling. 
MIDLAND BANK ple, Hanover Square Branch, 19 St. George Street, London WIR OES. Telephone: 01-629 

9384. Account No. 21101137 Glendining & Co. 

COLLECTION AND SHIPPING OF BOOKS (AND OTHER LARGE ITEMS) 
If these purchases cannot be collected from Glendining’s premises within seven days, they will be sent for 

storage (see clause 21 of the Conditions of Sale). Their despatch then will be handled by the Shipping 
Department of Phillips - our affiliated Company - and in this case a separate invoice will be raised. It would 
help if specific instructions are sent with each commission, or when placing bids. 

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR SELLERS 
Commission to the vendor for selling is 12}%, or 10% on consignments over £1000. 
Buying-in-Fees on unsold lots is 5% (of the last bid in the room), or £10 minimum charge. 
Withdrawal Fees on lots withdrawn prior to the sale is 10% of the reserve, or our estimated value where no 
reserve has been given. 
Insurance Fees of 1%, or £1 minimum charge, are levied on all lots, to cover loss by fire, or burglary — unless 

otherwise instructed in writing — see clause 12 of the Conditions of Sale. 

Minimum Charge whether sold, unsold or withdrawn is £10 per lot. 

Illustration Fees are charged per coin at £7.50 for Crown-size or smaller. Larger coins, commemorative medals, 

war medals, etc., will be charged at £80 per plate; £40 per half-plate; or by proportion. 
(The above charges are subject to Value Added Tax.) 

SETTLEMENT IS MADE 14 DAYS AFTER THE DATE OF SALE 

CASH ADVANCES 
If required, cash advances will be made at our discretion and at our valuations on the understanding that lots 

are submitted for sale entirely without reserve and at a commission rate of 123% on realisation. 

In the event of repayment of the cash advance before the sale takes place, a charge of 10% on the amount 

advanced will be payable. 

EXPERT ADVICE | . 

Expert advice is immediately available for the examination of property submitted to these rooms for sale by 

auction. 

VALUATIONS 
Probate and Insurance Valuations on Collections at agreed scale of charges. 
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ENGLISH AND 
FOREIGN COINS 

DAY OF SALE 

Wednesday, 23rd November, 1988 

commencing at 1.00 p.m. 

ENGLISH GOLD COINS AND MEDALS 

1 Celtic, Uninscribed Stater, ““Westerham” type (S. 19). Fine. (£150—200) 1 

2 ——-—— “Chute” type (S. 20). About very fine, irregular. (£150—200) ] 

3 ——-—— Another (S. 20). Fine. (£150-200) 

This is a further stater from from the ‘‘Chute Hoard’’, second find, summer 1986. 

4 —A similar coin. Fair. (£70—100) 1 

5 — Uninscribed Quarter-Stater, Geometric type, Sussex Group (S. 49). Very 
fine. (£60-80) 1 

5a Edward III (1327-1377), Pre-Treaty period (1351-1361), Quarter-Noble, G, 
m.m. cross (S. 1490). About fine. (£70-100) 1 

6 —— Transitional Treaty period (1361), Quarter-Noble, m.m. cross potent 
(S. 1501). Flat but fine. (£120-150) 1 

—— —— A similar coin. Edge damaged due to removal from mount, fine. 
(£80-100) 

8 —— Treaty period (1361-1369), Quarter-Noble, London, without annulet, lis in 
centre of reverse (S. 1510). Nick at edge, crimped, but good fine. (£120-150) 

1 



Lot 

10 

*16 

*18 

“19 

Quarter-Nobles (2), Transitional and Treaty periods. Fair to fine, first 
crimped. (£80-120) J 

Richard I (1377-1399), Quarter-Noble, London, pellet in centre of reverse 
(S. 1673). Creased, otherwise nearly fine. (£70-100) l 

Henry IV (1399-1413), Light Coinage, Quarter-Noble, trefoils and annulets 
beside shield, lis above and in centre of reverse (S. 1717). Full but flattened 
flan, chip at top (broken from mount?), fine. (£120-150) 1 

—— A similar coin, possibly from the same dies. Short of flan, fine. (£80-120) 1 

Edward IV, Second Reign (1471-1483), Angel, London, m.m. heraldic cinque- 
foil (S. 2091). Has been mounted and gilt, and small loop adhering, fine. 
(£150-200) 1 

Henry VIII (1509-1547), Second Coinage, Crown of the double rose, h k both 
sides (S. 2274). Double-struck, very fine. (£250-300) 1 

—— —— Crown of the double rose, hI (Jane Seymour) (S. 2279). Fine. 
(£140-180) 1 

James I (1603-1625), Second Coinage, Rose Ryal, m.m. lis (N. 2079; S. aia 
Fine, has possibly been creased and straightened. (£400—600) 

Unite, fourth bust, m.m. tower (N. 2084; S. 2619). Clipped oc 
scraped, otherwise about fine, reverse a little better. (£180-220) 

— Third Coinage, Laurel, fourth bust, m.m. lis (N. 2114; S. 2638). Better 
than very fine, pleasing portrait. (£300—400) 1 

Charles II (1660-1685), Five-Guineas, 1668, first bust, elephant below (MCE 2; 

S. 3329). Better than very fine. (£1,500—2,000) 1 

William and Mary (1688-1694), Five-Guineas, 1691, conjoined heads right 
(S. 3422). Has been mounted, otherwise about fine. (£400—600) 1 

George II (1727-1760), Two-Guineas, 1738, young head (S. 3667). Very fine. 
(£250-350) 

—— Half-Guinea, 1755, old head (S. 3685). Good fine. (£80-120) ] 
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George III (1760-1820), Guinea, 1777, fourth head; Half-Guinea, 1790, 
“Spade” reverse (S. 3728, 2735). Very fine. (£180-220) 2 

— Guinea, 1798, fifth head, “Spade” reverse (S. 3727). Extremely fine. 
(£140-180) l 

— Sovereign, 1820 (S. 3786). Slight nick to rim (6 o'clock) and flawed to rim 
in striking (c. 8 o'clock), otherwise about extremely fine. (£150-180) l 

— Sovereign, 1820, Half-Sovereigns (2), 1817, all fair; with Guinea, 1789, 
Half-Guinea, 1790, Sovereign, 1820, all have been mounted, the former 
pierced; and a damaged Half-Sovereign, 1913. (£240—280) 7 

Victoria (1837-1901), Golden Jubilee, 1887, commemorative set of coins and 
medals, comprising gold Five-Pounds, Two-Pounds, Sovereign and Half- 
Sovereign, silver Crown to Threepence, including Double-Florin, Roman I; 
together with the official medals, in gold (58mm, 86.55gms.), silver and 
bronze (77mm), in large velvet lined oval leather case (by W. Batty & Son, 
Manchester). Some scuffing and handling marks on Five-Pounds and gold 
medal, but an attractive and unusual set, extremely fine and better. 
(£2,000-2,500) 15 

—— Jubilee Two-Pounds, 1887. A _ little scuffed, about extremely fine. 
(£200-250) 1 

Edward VII (1901-1910), Sovereigns (9), 1902-1910 inclusive, contained in a 
modern plastic case. Very fine or better. (£500—-S50) 9 

—— Half-Sovereigns (8), 1902, 1903, 1905-1910. Fine to very fine. (£220-250) 8 

— A similar lot. Fine to very fine. (£220—250) 8 

— A similar lot. Fine to very fine. (£220—250) 8 

— A similar lot. Fine to very fine. (£220—-250) 8 

—— Similar coins, but without 1906, and with 1908 (2). Fine to very fine. 
(£220-250) 8 

— 1902, 1905, 1907, 1908, 1909 (2), 1910 (2). Fine to very fine. (£220-250) 8 

George V (1910-1936), Sovereigns (10), 1911. Mostly extremely fine. (£500-550) 
1 
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—— A similar lot. Mostly extremely fine. (£500-550) 10 

—— A similar lot. Mostly extremely fine. (£500-550) 10 

—— A similar lot, but 1911 (3), 1912 (7). Mostly extremely fine. (£500-550) 10 

—— A similar lot, all 1912. Mostly extremely fine. (£500-550) 10 

—— A similar lot. Mostly extremely fine. (£500—550) 10 

—— Sovereigns (12), 1911 M, 1911 P, 1912S, 1913 (5), 1913S, 1914 (2), 
1925 SA. Very fine and better. (£600-660) 

—— Half-Sovereigns (10), 1911-1913 (3 of each), 1914. Very fine or better. 
(£320—350) 10 

—— A similar lot. Very fine or better. (£320-350) 10 

—— — (10), 1911 (3), 1912 (4), 1913 (3). Very fine or better. (£320-350) 10 

—— —— (10), all 1911. Very fine or better. (£320-350) 10 

—— Sovereign, 1912; Proof Sovereign, 1980, in wallet of issue; Turks and 
Caicos Islands, proof silver Crowns (2), 1979. First about very fine or better, 
others about as struck. (£120-150) 

Elizabeth II (1952—), Proof Set, 1980, comprising Five-Pounds, Two-Pounds, 
Sovereign and Half-Sovereign, in green leatherette case of issue, with 
leaflet. Practically as struck. (£700-800) 4 

—— Another set. Practically as struck. (£700-800) 4 

—— Sovereigns (10), 1957-1968 inclusive, contained in a modern plastic case. 

Extremely fine. (£550-600) 1 

—— Proof Sovereign and Half-Sovereign, 1980. Almost as struck. (£100-120) 2 
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Scotland, James VI, Rider, 1594, equestrian portrait to right, rev. crowned 
shield (S. 5448). Rather irregular, portrait very fine. (£300-400) 1 

Guinea, 1789, mounted, pierced and plugged; Half-Guinea, 1804, very fine or 
better; Sovereign, 1829, very fine. (£160-180) 3 

Sovereigns, 1820 (George III), 1880 M, 1887 S, young head, 1887, Jubilee head, 
1907, 1926 SA, 1928 SA (2). First fair, second two fine, others very fine or 
better. (£450-480) 8 

Sovereigns, 1899, with a mount, heavily worn, 1907, fine; Half-Sovereigns, 1908, 
very fine, 1914, and Half-Guinea, 1809, both with mounts. (£180-220) 5 

Sovereigns (5), 1910, 1912 (2), 1964, 1968; Half-Sovereigns (3), 1902, 1913, 
1914. Fine to very fine, later issues better. (£340—380) 8 

Half-Sovereigns, 1898, 1899, 1906, 1907, 1909, 1925 SA. Mostly fine or very fine. 
(£160-180) 6 

Sir Winston Churchill 90th Birthday, 1964, set of three gold medals, by 
Christopher Ironside, in case of issue (total wt. 71gms.). About as struck, 
some hairlines and slight handling marks. (£500-600) 

Stamp Replicas, in gold, Penny Black, £1 (22ct., total wt. 38gms.), with 
certificate in case of issue; together with a silver medal commemorating the 
Investiture of Prince Charles as Prince of Wales, 1969. The Penny Black 
stained and the silver medal with fingerprints, otherwise almost as struck. 
(£250-300) 3 

—— The Royal Silver Wedding 20p. (22ct., total wt. 26.7gms.); 3p. in silver 
(total wt. 26.7gms.), with certificate in case of issue. About as struck. 
(£180-220) Z 

——  H.R.H. the Princess Anne, Capt. M. Phillips, 20p. (22ct., total wt. 
26.3gms.), 33p. in silver (total wt. 26.3gms.), with certificate in case of issue. 
About as struck. (£180-220) 2 

—— The Postal Union Congress, London 1929, £1 (22ct., total wt. 39.9gms.), 
with certificate in case of issue. Almost as struck. (£250-300) 1 
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FOREIGN GOLD COINS AND MEDALS 

Argentina, 5-Pesos, 1883; Germany, Friedrich II1, 20-Marks, 1888 A; Great 
Britain, George V, Sovereign, 1914; Russia, Nicholas II, 5-Roubles, 1899. 
Fine to very fine. (£180—220) 4 

Australia, Victoria, Sydney Sovereign, 1866. Some scuffing, otherwise extremely 
fine. (£300—400) l 

—— —— Sydney Sovereign, 1866. Fine. (£80-120) ] 

—— —— Sovereign, 1876 S, St. George reverse. Good very fine. (£60-80) 1 

—— —— Sydney Half-Sovereign, 1861. Nearly very fine. (£120-150) ] 

Austria, Franz Joseph, 4-Ducats, 1889 (F. 385). Scuffed, but extremely fine and 
much brilliance. (£200-300) 1 

—— —— restrike 4-Ducats, 1915 (F. 386). Almost as struck. (£100-120) 1 

restrike 4-Ducats, 1915, brilliant, slightly scuffed, in fitted case; G.B. 
Sovereign, 1855, contained in a fitted (9ct.) ring mount, worn. (£150-180) 2 

Austria/Hungary, Franz Joseph, Ducat, 1890, 10-Corona, 1908; 20-Francs/ 
8-Florins, 1875; 10-Korona, 1907. Very fine or better. (£120-140) 4 

Belgic Gaul, Suessiones (?), gold Bullet type, small cross slightly off-centre, rev. 
blank, 7.42gms. (cf. D. F. Allen, Plate 12, No. 159). Very fine, rare. 
(£200-300) 1 
‘Allen though unsure of the exact derivation of the Bullet type believed there was a 

connection between this and the Germanic Staters of the area between the Rhine, the 
Neckar and the Danube: “There is vege some link between these smooth cup- 
shaped Staters and the strange globular gold lumps of Belgic Gaul; both have small 
central crosses and no other marks”. 

Found in Dorset. 

Brazil, Peter II, 4,000-Reis, 1705 (F. 25). Very fine. (£200-250) ] 

Canada, Newfoundland, Victoria, 2-Dollars, 1888 (F. 1). Extremely fine. 
(£80—120) 1 

George V, 10-Dollars, 1913, better than very fine; Half-Sovereign, 1911, 
very fine; Victoria, Shilling, 1887, gilt in glass frame. (£150-200) 3 
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Czechoslovakia, Ducat, 1931 (F. 2); France, 20-Francs, 1889 A, these extremely 
fine; Netherlands, 10-Guilders, 1911, very fine. (£130—150) 3 

France, Francis I, Ecu d’or. About very fine. (£150—200) l 

— Napoleon III, 100-Francs, 1857 A, bare head (F. 306). Mount-mark on 

edge at top, fine. (£220-250) I 

—— —— 50-Francs, 1857 A (F. 308). About extremely fine. (£120-150) ] 

—— —— 20-Francs (2), 1855 A, 1860 A, 10-Francs (3), 1858 A, 1860 A, 
1868 BB; Republics, 20-Francs (4), 1851 A, 1877, 1893, 1910, and 10- 
Francs, 1900. Mostly fine but the Republican 20-Francs better. (£380-420) 10 

—— —— 5-Francs (2), 1854, 1855, both A, Petit module. Very fine. (£75-90) 2 

—— —— 5-Francs (10), bare head, 1857, 1858, 1859 A; 1859 BB; laureate 
head, 1862, 1864, 1866, 1867 A; 1864, 1865 BB. Fine to very fine. 
(£120-140) i0 

Germany, Prussia, Wilhelm I, 10-Marks, 1872; Frederick III, 10-Marks, 1888; 
Wilhelm II, 20-Marks, 1889. First and last very fine, second extremely fine. 
(£120-150) 3 

Gibraltar, Elizabeth II, Proof Fifty-Pounds, 1980, in case of issue; silver Proof 
Crowns (2), 1980; other modern Proofs (3). All about as struck. (£100—120) 

6 

Iran, Mohammed Riza Pahlavi, 5-Pahlavi, SH 1354 (F. 99). Extremely fine. 
(£250—300) 1 

—— —— 1-Pahlavi (4), SH 1337 (3), SH 1350; Half-Pahlavi (2), SH 1340, 
1342. Extremely fine. (£250-300) 6 

Italy, Kingdom, Napoleon, 40-Lire, 1814 M (F. 5). Mounted with loop, pitted 
and very worn. (£80-90) 1 

Japan, 10-Yen, 1871, Meiji 4 (J. & V. M1). Fine. (£300-400) 1 

—— set of three modern commemorative medals in gold (wt. 19.9gms.), silver 
and cupro-nickel. About as struck. (£140-160) 
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Mexico, 50-Pesos, 1946, contained in an 18ct. mount (F. 172). Very fine or 
better. (£260-280) u 

—— 50-Pesos, 1947, contained in an 18ct. mount (F. 172). Very fine or better. 
(£260—280) l 

Russia, Nicholas I (1825-1855), platinum 3-Roubles, 1833 (KM 177). Very fine. 
(£120—-150) 1 

Switzerland, 20-Francs, 1889 B (F. 5); Spain, Isabella II, 40-Reales, 1863 
(F. 183). Both very fine. (£120-140) 4 

Tonga, Salote Tupou III, Quarter-Koula, 1962; Mexico, 5-Pesos, 1955. Ex- 
tremely fine. (£70—100) 2 

Turkey, Abdul Hamid II, ‘Monnaie de Luxe’”’, 500-Piastres (F. 44). Extremely 
fine. (£250-300) 1 

—— Abdul Aziz, 100-Piastres (2), Year 2, Year 3; Abdul Hamid II, 100- 
Piastres, Year 9. Fine or better. (£120—150) 3 

Saudi Arabia, Pound, A.H. 1370; other oriental gold (5). First better than 
extremely fine, others in varied state. (£180—200) 6 

Spain, Charles IV, platinum 2-Escudos, 1801 MR, Madrid. Very fine, cleaned at 
some time. (£120—150) 1 

—— Another. Better than fine. (£100-120) l 

United States of America, 20-Dollars, 1882S, Liberty head. Very fine. 
(£220-240) l 

—— 20-Dollars, 1897. Very fine. (£220-240) 1 

— 20-Dollars, 1899 S. Very fine. (£220-240) 1 

—— 20-Dollars, 1904. About extremely fine. (£220-240) 1 

— — 20-Dollars, 1905 S. Very fine. (£220-240) l 

—— 20-Dollars, 1905 S. Very fine. (£220-240) 1 
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Lot 

ne —— 20-Dollars (2), 1908, Standing Liberty. Very fine. (£440-480) z 

106 —— 20-Dollars, 1924, similar. Very fine. (£220—240) | 

107 —— 20-Dollars, 1927. Almost as struck, some light abrasions. (£260—300) | 

108 —— 10-Dollars, 1880. Very fine. (£120-150) I 

109 —— 10-Dollars, 1882. Very fine. (£120-150) ] 

110 —— 10-Dollars, 1882. Fine. (£100-130) l 

111 —— 10-Dollars, 1892. Good very fine. (£120—150) 1 

112 —— 10-Dollars, 1893. Good very fine. (£120-150) 1 

113. —— 10-Dollars, 1894. Very fine. (£120—150) 1 

114 —— 10-Dollars, 1899. Very fine or better. (£120—150) 1 

115 —— 10-Dollars, 1889 S, Liberty head; South Africa, Z.A.R., Kruger, Pond, 
1892 DS. Both about very fine. (£170—200) 2 

116 —— 10-Dollars (2), 1893, 1894, Liberty head. Very fine and fine. (£220-250) 2 

117 —— 5-Dollars (2), 1879 S, 1893. Better than fine. (£150-180) 2 

118 23-Dollars, 1910, Indian head type, very fine; Canada, Edward VII, 10- 
Cents, 1910, choice extremely fine, George V, One-Third Farthings (7), 
1913; other coins in A (8), except as stated fair to extremely fine. iia 

119 —— Dollar, 1849, open wreath. Very fine. (£60-80) 1 

ENGLISH SILVER COINS AND MEDALS 

120 Celtic, Atrebates and Regni, Tincommius (c. 20 BC-AD 5), Silver, TINC around 
cross, rev. animal prancing left; Verica (AD 10-40), Silver, crescents. 
COM- F, rev. boar (S. 93, 104). Fine and very fine. (£150-200) 2 
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Silver, five pointed star, pellet in centre, rev. boy on dolphin to 
nght, 1.23gms. (M. —; S. 93). Fine. (£80-120) l 

Epillus (c. AD 5-10), Silver, eagle, rev. REX crescent CALLE; Epatic- 
cus (c. AD 25-35), Silver, head of Hercules right, EPATI, rev. eagle standing 
on snake (cf. S. 96, S. 113). Fine and about very fine. (£100-150) 2 

—— Amorican, billon Stater; Thames and South, potin bronze; Henry VII, 
Second Coinage, Groat; Penny, Sovereign type, Durham; Mary, Groat; 
Philip and Mary, Shilling. Varied state. (£75—100) 6 

Cnut (1016-1035), Penny, Helmet type, Wulfstan, York, PpVLSTAN MO EOFR. 
Very fine. (£75-100) l 

Edward the Confessor (1042-1066), Penny, Sovereign type, Saewine, Exeter, 
SAEPINE ON EXECES. Better than fine. (£60-80) 1 

Harold II (1066), Penny, Aefwold, A{—JOLD ON PIL{—]| (N. 836). Flat in places 
and somewhat buckled, otherwise very fine. (£300-400) 1 

Matilda, Dowager Empress, Countess of Anjou (in England 1139-1148), Penny, 
ELW{IJNE.D[E.CAIREDI] (S. 1326A). Flat in places and buckled, fragile, exces- 
sively rare. (£600—-800) 1 

Ex Coed-y-Wenallt, SCA 20 (Lot 30), and previously unknown type. 

Edward III (1327-1377), Fourth Coinage, Pre-Treaty Coinage, Groats (3), 
London, Series E, G, York, Series E (S. 1567, 1570, 1572). Fine or better. 
(£60-80) 3 

—_— ——- —— Groats (4), London, Series C, E, F and G. (S. 1565, 1567, 1569, 
1570). Fine or better. (£80-100) 4 

—— —— —— A similar lot. Fine or better, one pierced. (£80-100) 4 

—— Groats (4), London, Series C (3), G (S. 1565 [3], 1570). Two 
crimped, one with crack, other two fine. (£50-60) 5 

Henry V (1413-1422), Groats (2), Series C (S. 1764, 1765); Edward IV, First 

Reign (1461-1470), Light Coinage, Groats (2) (S. 2000). Fair or fine, one 

clipped. (£40-S0) 4 
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Henry VI, First Reign (1422-1461), Annulet Issue, Groat; Pinecone-Mascle 
Issue, Groats (2), London and Calais (S. 1836, 1874, 1875). Very fine. 
(£80—100) 3 

— — Annulet Issue, Groats (2), London and Calais; Pinecone-Mascle 
Issue, Groat (S. 1835, 1836, 1875). First fine, other two very fine. (£70—90) ‘ 

—  — Annulet Issue, Groats (3), London and Calais; Pinecone-Mascle 
Issue, Groat (S. 1835, 1836 [2], 1875). Fine or better. (£80—100) 4 

—— —— Cross-Pellet Issue, Groat (S. 1935); Groats Annulet Issue/Rosette- 
Mascle and _ Rosette-Mascle/Pinecone Mascle mules (S. 1836/1859, 
1859/1875). First about fine, other two better. (£60-80) 3 

Annulet Issue, Groat, Calais; Rosette-Mascle Issue, London and 
Calais (2) (S. 1836, 1858, 1859, 1860). Last pierced, fair, others fine or 
better. (£60-80) 4 

—— — Annulet Issue, Groats (2); Pinecone-Mascle Issue, Groats (2) 
(S. 1836, 1875). Fine or better. (£80—100) 4 

Leaf-Pellet Issue, Groat; Cross-Pellet Issue, Groat (S. 1917, oie 
Very fine. (£60-80) 

Edward IV, First Reign (1461-1470), Groats, London and Bristol (2) (S. 2000, 
2001, 2004). Fine or better. (£50-75) 3 

— —— A similar lot. Fine or better. (£50-75) 3 

—— — Groats (2) (S. 2000, 2001); Second Reign (1471-1483), Groat 
(S. 2096). Very fine or nearly so. (£60-80) 3 

—— — Groats (3) (S. 2000 [2], 2001); Second Reign (1471-1483), Groat 
(S. 2096). Fine or very fine. (£70-90) 4 

—— — A similar lot. Last fair, others fine or nearly so. (£60-80) 4 

Richard III (1483-1485), Groat, London, m.m. halved sun and rose (S. igs 
Nearly very fine. (£150-200) 

Henry VII (1485-1509), Groat, Profile Issue, Regular Issue (S. 2258). Fine to 
very fine. (£40-60) 1 
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Facing Bust Issues, Groats (4) (S. 2198, 2198A, 2199 [2]). Second buckled, 
others fine or better. (£40-60) 4 

Henry VIII (1509-1547), Second Coinage, Groats (5) (S. 2337); Third Coinage, 
Groat (S. 2372). Last nearly fine for issue, others fine or better but one 
pierced. (£70-100) 

Edward VI (1547-1553), “Fine” Shilling, m.m. tun; other Shillings of Elizabeth 
I (2), and Charles I. One (Elizabeth 1), creased, fair, others about fine or 
better. (£3040) 5 

Mary (1553-1554), Groats (2); Pennies, various including Irish (7), and a 
Scottish Sterling; other hammered A (4). Varied state. (£80—100) 13 

Elizabeth I (1558-1603). Sixpence, 1562, Milled Coinage, large bust, elaborately 
decorated dress; Shilling, 1708, plain. First almost very fine, second nearly 
extremely fine. (£75-100) 

Charles I (1625-1649), Newark besieged, Shilling, 1646 (S. 3143). Very noticea- 
bly double-struck, fine. (£60-80) 1 

—— An electrotype copy of the Rawlins Oxford Half-Pound, 1644 (S. 2948), 
fine, and an electrotype copy of a Cromwell Crown, 1658, very fine. 
(£40-60) 2 

Commonwealth (1649-1660), Halfcrown, 1653 (ESC 431). Fine, reverse double- 
struck. (£80—120) 1 

—— Cromwell, Lord Protector, 1653, silver medal, by Thomas Simon, cast, 
39mm (MI 409/45); and a medallet of Mary. First better than very fine, 
toned, a good quality cast, second fine. (£40—S0) 2 

Charles II (1660-1685), Pattern Farthing, 1665, short hair, plain edge 
(BMC 411); Irish Halfpennies (3); Henry VIII, Second Coinage, Canter- 
bury, Half Groat; Scotland, James I, Thirty-Shillings; Edward VII, Half- 
crown, 1905. Pattern Farthing and Half-Groat very fine, others fair or fine. 
(£100-120) 7 

William III (1694-1702), Halfcrown, 1697 E, E over B, possibly inverted A for v 
in TVTAMEN (ESC 548B, R*; S. 3490). Scratched on English shield, fine with 
pleasant tone. (£80-129) 1 

George II (1727-1760), Maundy Set, 1737. Very fine. (£45-60) 4 
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— Halfcrown, 1745 Lima, very fine; other miscellaneous coins in A (35), and 
AE (27), mostly English, generally fair to fine, a few very fine or better. 
(£120-150) 63 

— Halfpenny, 1752, Farthings (2), 1746, 1754; George III, Halfpennies (2), 
1771, 1774, Farthing, 1774; earlier Halfpennies (2), 1694, 1718. These fair, 

the others very fine or better. (£60-80) 8 

George III (1760-1820), Pattern Bank of England Token for Ninepence, 1812, 
by T. Wyon Junior, laureate head right, rev. value in wreath (ESC 1478; 
S. 3773). Extremely fine, toned, extremely rare. (£200-300) 1 

— Bank Token 3-Shillings, 1813; Shilling and Sixpence, 1787, Shilling and 
Sixpence, 1816, latter choice; Pence, 1800 (2); Victoria, Jubilee, 1887, 
Halfcrown, Shillings (6), Sixpences (5); other Sixpences (2), 1871, 1892, 
mostly extremely fine, or nearly so. (£80-120) 23 

— ‘‘Cartwheel’’ Twopence, 1797, very fine, and Penny, less good; 1799-Half- 
pennies (3); Farthings (2); 1808-Halfpennies (3), and Farthing; George 
IV-Victoria, Pennies (4), Halfpennies (2), Farthings (3), mainly very fine. 
(£60-80) 20 

— “Cartwheel” Twopences (10), one very fine, others fair to fine; Ireland, 
Proof Set of coins, 1928, Halfcrown to Farthing, impaired; Lundy Island, 
Puffins (5), Half-Puffins (4), 1929, most extremely fine. (£40-60) 27 

George IV (1820-1830), Coronation, 1821, the official R medal, by B. Pistrucci 
(DF 272.1), in case, choice extremely fine; Hermit, winner of the Derby, €, 
1867, ‘““Run in a snow storm” (DF 318.3—WM only); official medals (2), 
1887, AE, 1897, large AR, both cased; other medals, tokens, etc. (41—includ- 
ing a “Cartwheel” Twopence box, many fine, some better. (£80-120) 45 

—— Maundy Set, 1823, very fine; AZ Ireland, George III, Penny, 1806 
(S. 6620), some staining, but extremely fine with much brillance; other 2 
(2). (£60-80) 7 

Victoria (1837-1901), Gothic Crown, 1847 (ESC 288). Reverse has been lac- 
quered with the number 2041 beneath the bottom crown, a few light scratches 
on the obverse otherwise extremely fine. (£200—250) 

—— Another. With some hairlines otherwise extremely fine, dark somewhat oily 
toning. (£200-250) 1 

—— Another. Somewhat mishandled, showing some hairlines and other surface 
marks, particularly to obverse, good very fine. (£180-220) 1 
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170 —— Jubilee Coinage, 1887, set, Crown to Threepence, including Sixpences (2, 
both types); Crowns, 1671, 1935; Bank Three Shillings, 1812. Crown, 1671, 
good fine, others very fine or better, have mostly been cleaned. (£150-200) 

11 

171 —— Jubilee 1887, Double-Florins (2-both types), Halfcrown; Halfcrown, 
Florin, Shilling, 1915; Halfcrowns (2), 1935, 1936, Shilling, 1917; George VI 
® Halfcrowns (3), Florins (3), all extremely fine or better; other George V 
® Halfcrowns (5), Florins (3), Shillings (4), these very fine. (£60-80) 27 

172 —— Halfcrown, 1849, small date (ESC 683; S. 3888). Nearly extremely fine. 
(£80-120) | 

173 —— Halfcrowns (3), 1840, 1844, 1846. Very fine. (£70-100) 3 

174 —— Halfcrowns (4), 1874, 1875, 1876, 1877. Last good very fine, others 
extremely fine. (£150-200) 4 

175. —— Halfcrowns (5), 1880, 1881, 1884, 1886, 1887, young head. First very fine, 
others about extremely fine. (£170—200) 5 

176 —— Half-Farthing, 1843 (5), 1854 (4), Third-Farthings (6); bronze Farthings, 
young head (14), old head (11); later Farthings (20). Very fine or better, and 
several mint state. (£50-70) 60 

177 Victorian Apothecary scales (2), one balance with glass dishes, a Sovereign 
balance, and coin (5), and other (16) weights, the scales in original wooden 
cases. In good order. (£40-60) 3 

178 Edward VII (1901-1910), Halfcrowns (2), 1907, 1909; Shillings (6), 1902, 1903, 
1904, 1906, 1909, 1910. Mostly extremely fine. (£100—150) 8 

179+ George V (1910-1936), Crown, 1929 (S. 4036). Obverse very fine, reverse better. 
(£80—120) l 

180+ ——— Crown, 1932 (S. 4036). Almost extremely fine. (£80-100) 1 

181 Edward III to Henry VIII, Halfgroats (8), and a Penny. Mostly fine or very fine. 

last clipped to rim. (£70-90) 9 

182 Edward VI to Charles II, Sixpence (8), various. Mostly fine. (£60-90) 8 
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Victoria to George VI, bronze Pennies and Halfpennies (19); Channels Islands, 
bronze (20); Ireland, Gunmoney Shilling, 1689 Nov.; Colonial; etc. (41); 
modern British Crowns, 1951 (2), later (31); 1953 “plastic” sets (2); other 
coins (14). Many mint state coins, otherwise very fine. (£80-120) 146 

Victoria to Elizabeth II, a large quantity (approx. 1,500) of Halfcrowns, Florins 
and Shillings in A (429), and Cu-Ni mostly contained in albums. Fair to very 
fine, many of the later issues extremely fine or better. (£200—300) Lot 

George V and George VI, miscellaneous coins, Halfcrowns to Threepence (87); 
bronze (7—Victoria (6)). All extremely fine to mint state; and a card case for a 
1927 proof set. (£120—150) 95 

Crowns, 1818, LVIII, 1819, LIX, 1960; U.S.A. Dollars, 1884 S, 1928, Half- 
Dollar, 1821. Last about fine, first very fine, but harshly polished and with 
marks to surface, second rather scuffed and better than very fine, others in 
varied state. (£70—-90) 6 

Crown, 1844, good fine; other English coins in A (3), Cu-Ni, etc. (13), and a 
French 5-Francs, 1812 A. Varied state. (£50-60) 18 

Crowns (7), Cu-Ni in currency (95), together with a large quantity of Ni-brass 
Threepences, Bronze Pennies, Halfpennies and Farthings, and some earlier 
regal AZ. Recent issues in mint state, others varied state. (£60—80) Lot 

English hammered coins (5), other miscellaneous coins of the world, mostly 
English, in AR (82), A, etc. (67). Poor to fine, a few better. (£60-80) 154 

British and European commemorative and prize medals in A (4) and 4 (2), 
including a 19th Century A engraved prize medal for Belgrave College, 
Belgravia. Generally very fine. (£80—-100) 16 

British silver coins (202), Crowns (4), others from Double-Florins to Three- 
pences (198), mostly modern and mostly minor. Several damaged, the 
majority fine, some better. (£80—120) 202 

Miscellaneous coins, a large quantity, mostly 20th Century British A, including 
Halfcrowns, .900 fine (41), Florins, .900 fine (76), .500 fine (246). Generally 
fair or fine. (£150—200) Lot 

Miscellaneous mistrikes and defective coins (106), mostly English and Irish 
modern issues. Generally very fine, a few better. (£80-120) 106 

A similar lot (92). Similar state. (£80—-120) 92 
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A similar lot (97). Similar state. (£80-120) 97 

Miscellaneous coins, a large quantity, many English, generally George V to 
Elizabeth I, in AR and base, including recent Cu-Ni Crowns; together with 
some foreign coins of a similar period. Varied state. (£80-100) Lot 

Miscellaneous English and Foreign coins, tokens and medals (176). Generally 
fine to very fine. (£80-100) 176 

Miscellaneous British coins in Cu-Ni, and A2. About fine, some better. (£10-15) 
Lot 

Maundy Sets (3), 1896, 1897, 1901. Extremely fine or better. (£100-120) 12 

Maundy Sets (4), 1910, 1912, 1916, 1919, first two cased, third in a case of 1900. 
Practically as struck, many with pleasant matching tones. (£150-200) 16 

Maundy Sets (4), 1892, 1895, 1906, 1916, last two sets cased. Practically as 
struck, a few lightly toned. (£120-160) 16 

Maundy Sets (4), 1902, 1903, 1906, 1943. Generally extremely fine or better, last 
set practically as struck. (£120-150) 16 

Ireland, James 1, Gunmoney, Proof Shilling, small size 1690, May (D.F. 442). 
Extremely fine, toned, very rare. (£150—200) 1 

—— Free State, Proof set, 1928, comprising silver Halfcrown to bronze Far- 
thing, in case of issue. Good extremely fine. (£50—70) 8 

Isle of Man, George III, Penny, 1786 (Pr. 16). Extremely fine, toned. (£30-40) 1 

Jersey, Victoria, 7s-Shilling, 1877, in nickel, with ‘“‘H” beneath bust (Pr. 12D; 
McCammon J12D). Almost as struck, but toned and with some very light 
spottiness, extremely rare. (£200-300) 1 

Two specimens are in the Royal Mint collection (cf. Hocking, p. 253, 3121, 3122). 

Scotland, David I (1124-1153), Penny, Period C, uncertain mint, blundered 
legends, rev. cross-fleury (S. 5009; St. pl. 1/4). Fine and rare. (£250-300) 1 

—— William I, The Lion (1165-1214), Penny, Crescent and Pellet, uncertain 
mint (S. 5024), Obverse worn, reverse fair, other hammered (5), Scotland, 
Ireland, and England (3, one pierced), fair to fine. (£70-100) 6 
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209 —— Robert II, Groats (3), Edinburgh and Perth (S. 5131 [2], 5136), one 
(Edinburgh) chipped at top, others better than fine; Robert Il, Groats (S. 
5164, 5166), portraits fine or better, but second clipped. (£120—140) 4 

210 —— Francis and Mary, Testoon, 1558 (S. 5416). Very fine. (£120-150) 1 

211 —— James V, Second Coinage, Groat (S. 5378); other Scottish coins (3). First 
fine. (£60-80) 4 

212 —— James VI (1557-1625), Revaluation of 1578, Ryal or ‘Sword Dollar’, 
1569, counterstruck with crowned thistle (S. 3472). Good fine. (£100-150) 1 

213. —— Another, 1571 with thistle countermark on obverse (S. p.62). Slight crack 
to flan, otherwise fine or better. (£100-150) 1 

214 —— Fourth Coinage, Thirty-Shillings, 1582 (S. 5487). Nearly fine. (£60-80) 1 

215 —— Post Accession, Sixty-Shillings, (S. 5501). Fair. (£60—80) 1 

FOREIGN SILVER COINS AND MEDALS 

216 Austria, Archduke Leopold, Bishop of Strassburg, Thaler, 1624, Hall, bust 
right, in bishop’s robes, dividing date, crowned lightly garnished arms (Dav. 
3300). Edge slightly impaired, otherwise about very fine. (£80—100) 1 

217 —— Leopold I, the Hogmouth, Thaler, 1696, Hall, laureate and armoured bust 
right, rev. crowned shield (Dav. 3245). Good very fine. (£60-80) 1 

218 —~-—— Thaler, 1698, Hall (Dav. 3245). Extremely fine. (£70-90) 1 

219 Joseph I, Thaler, 1706, Hall, laureate and armoured bust right, rev. 
crowned arms in chain; Germany, Saxony, Albertine Line, Thaler, 1598 
(Dav. 1018, 9820). Good very fine and fine. (£120-150) 

220 —— Charles VI, Thaler, 1739, Kremnitz, laureate and armoured bust right, rev. 
crowned double-headed eagle, shield on breast, 28.7gms (Dav. 1062). Very 
fine. (£60-80) 1 

221 —— Thaler, 1715/2 overdate, Pressburg, laureate burst right in circle, with 
I.G.S. below, rev. crowned double-headed eagle, shield on breast, 27.5gms 
(Dav. 1063). Very fine. (£60-80) 1 
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—— Thaler, 1714, Hall, armoured bust right, rev. crowned double-headed 
eagle, good fine; Maria Theresia, Thaler, 1762, Vienna, armoured bust 
right, rev. crowned double-headed eagle (Dav. 1051, 1112), fine. (£80-120) 

2 

Nuremberg, Ferdinand II, Thaler, 1622, three shields dividing date, rev. 
crowned double-headed eagle (Dav. 5636). Very fine. (£100-120) 1 

Salzburg, Sigismund III, Count von Scrattenbach, Thaler, 1759, bust of 
archbishop right, rev. seated saint with small madonna (Dav. 1253). Ex- 
tremely fine, attractively toned. (£220-280) ] 

—— Vienna besieged, Klippe 6-Kreuzer, 1629; Hungary, Thaler, 1758; Portu- 
gal, Commemorative 1,000-Reis, 1898. First very fine, remainder fine or 
better. (£70—90) 

—— Hungary, etc. miscellaneous AR coins (22), mostly of the Dual Monarchy. 
Several very fine or better. (£50-60) 22 

British West Africa, Penny mule, 1936 H (KM 17), About extremely fine. 
(£60-80) 1 

Canada, 50—Cents, 1898, better than fine; 25-Cents, 1874; 10-Cents (3), 1870, 
1901, 1933; 5-Cents (7), 1882, 1884, fine, 1886, 1892, 1894, 1900, 1917, 
except as stated very fine to extremely fine, penultimate better. (£180—220) 12 

—— Elizabeth II, Proof-like Dollar to Cent, 1954. Almost as struck. (£100-150) 
6 

Colombia, Peso, 1871; Guatemala, 8-Reales, 1804 M; Peru, 8-Reales, 1787 MI. 
First good fine, second very fine, last better but struck from a worn die, first 
two scarce. (£200—275) 3 

France, Louis XIII, 7:-Ecu(2), Warin’s coinage, 1643, one rose, one point (VG 
46), very fine; coins of the world (514), in A (51), including Crown-sized 
(6), and Siam bullet money (10), mounted; base metal including some better 
pieces; banknotes (87), these poor, coins mostly fair or fine. (£120-150) 514 

—— First Republic, 5-Francs, Year 7 A, Hercules type (Sobin type 52). Very 
fine. (£150-200) 1 

—— Gallerie Metallique des Grands Hommes Frangais, AZ medals (41); other 

European medals, A (1, Bismarck, 1895), AZ, etc. (16). Four poor, others 

rather scuffed and stained, but generally very fine. (£150-200) 58 
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234 —— Miscellaneous A coins and jettons, mostly regal (100); other 2 coins, 
Islamic, etc. (70), and mostly European (138); porcelain (4). Generally 
poor. (£120-150) 312 

235 French Colonies, Sou, 1767, with RF c/stamp in oval, very fine; Sou Marques ( >); 
1739 G, 1742 H, both fine, third specimen poor. (£40-60) 

236 Germany, Brandenburg-Franconia, George of Ansbach and Albrecht of Bayr- 
euth, Thaler, 1542, facing busts with date below, rev. floriated cross with 
four shields around (Dav. 8967). Good fine. (£100—-120) 1 

237 —— Prussia, Coronation of Wilhelm and Augusta, Thaler, 1861; Austria, 
Ferdinand I, Thaler, 1837 A; Russia, Alexander III, Rouble, 1892, First 
practically as struck, dark, uneven tone, others extremely fine. (£80-120) 3 

238 —— Saxony, Friedrich August II, Vicariat Thaler, 1745, bust right, rev. two 
shields crowned (Dav. 2670). Very fine. (£120-150) 1 

239 —— Friedrich August, Thaler, 1813, bare head right, rev. crowned arms in 
sprays, I.G.S. below (Dav. 854), a few light adjustment marks on reverse 
edge, otherwise about extremely fine; together with a Half-Klippe Thaler, 
1704, of Ulm, about fine. (£80—120) 2 

240 —— A Bracteates (2); miscellaneous AR, mostly European (108). Generally 
poor and several pierced. (£80—120) 110 

241 —— Carl Theodor, A Prize medal for Eloquence, 1778, by J. I. Schaufel, bust 
right, rev. wreath over open Bible, (BDM V, p.356), 60mm. A good 
portrait, very fine. (£80-100) 1 

242 — Olympic Games, 1936, commemorative medal, by Karl Goetz, silver, 
36mm (K.520). Extremely fine. (£30-40) 

243 Italy, Kingdom, Napoleon, 2-Lire, 1811 V (Pag.19), Good, extremely fine, setae 
tones. (£3040) 

244 Tuscany, Leopold II, 4-Fiorini, 1856, edge scraped, better than very fine, 
Sardinia, 1-Lire, 1826, extremely fine; Switzerland, 5-Francs, 1823 B, very 
fine; Greece, 5-Drachma, 1876 A, fine. (£100-150) 3 

245 —— Vatican, Gregory XVI, Scudo, 1834, Year IV, rev. the presentation in the 
Temple (Dav. 191). Good very fine. (£60-80) 1 
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Mexico, Republic, 8-Reales, 1863 ML, m.m. Ce (KM 377.1). Not well struck and 
with initials JE beneath Liberty cap, otherwise extremely fine. (£200-300) 1 

Netherlands, Zeeland, Half silver Ducat, 1762, Half silver Rider, 1767; Gelder- 
land, 1-Gulden, 1763 (Del. 1003, 1052, 1178). Very fine. (£80-120) 3 

Netherlands East Indies, Zeeland, 3-Gulden, 1789, m.m. tower (Del. 1165). 
Better than fine, rare. (£100-150) ] 

New Zealand, Milner and Thompson, Pennies (KM Tn.47, 53), Toned to an 
attractive chocolate colour, practically as struck. (£40-50) 2 

Papal States, Pius IX, 1-Scudo, 1854 R, Year VIII, very fine or better; France, 
Second Republic, 20-Francs, 1851 A, about very fine; Belgium, Leopold I, 
20-Francs, 1876, very fine. (£100-120) 3 

Sarawak, Binatang District Council copper tickets (1963) for water dispensers 
(cf. Pridmore sale, part II, lot 256). Very fine. (£40-60) 

South Africa, Halfpenny, 1923; other coins and tokens in AR (4), A (5), 
including Chinese Knife Money. First good very fine, others in varied state. 
(£80—100) 10 

Spain, Joseph Napoleon, 20-Reales, 1809, A.I., Madrid (Dav. 308). Fine. 
(£40-S0) 1 

Sweden, Christina, 1-Ore, undated; V.O.C., Batavia, Half-Stuiver, 1644; Bel- 
gian Congo, 10-Cents—Cent, 1888, mint state; coins of the world in AZ (70), 
porcelain (1); weights (4-2 glass), mostly very fine, though several mint state. 
(£80-120) 81 

Switzerland, St. Gallen Shooting Festival, octagonal silver plaquette by Frei; 
other silver Shooting Festival medals for Neuchatel, 1886, and St. Imier, 
1900. Second very fine and polished, other two extremely fine. (£40-S0) 3 

United States of America, Dollar 1802, wide normal date. Edge knock on 
obverse, otherwise good fine. (£200-300) 1 

—— Quarter-Dollar, 1891, Liberty seated type, very fine; U.K., Coronation 
issues, etc. (5), various other commemorative medals and coins in AR (61), 

AE etc. (62), fair to very fine, a few better. (£70-100) 123 
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The following 45 lots are part of a hoard discovered in the Far East. Most have some 

chop-marks and defects as described, however their general appearance is not 
unpleasant, and it is of interest to find coins of such an early date with the chop- 

marks more commonly found on the ‘‘Pillar’’ and ‘“‘Bust’ Dollars. 

258 Mexico, Philip IV (1621-1665), “Cob” 8-Reales (10), with mint and assayer’s 
initial [P] showing clearly, some with chopmarks and/or test cuts to rim. 
Mostly fair to fine. (£350-400) 10 

259 —— A similar lot, Similar state. (£350-400) 10 

260 — A similar lot, Similar state. (£350-400) 10 

261 ——A similar lot, Similar state. (£350-400) 10 

262 —A similar lot, (5). Similar state. (£170—200) 5 

263 —— Similar coins (20), generally with mint and assayer’s initials not showing or 
only partly showing, some with chopmarks and/or test cuts to rim. Mostly 
poor to fine. (£350-450) 20 

264 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650—750) 20 

265 Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650—750) 20 

266 Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650—-750) 20 

267 Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650—750) 20 

268 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650—750) 20 

269 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650—750) 20 

270 Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650-750) 20 

271 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650-750) 20 

272 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650-750) 20 

273 Similar coins (20). Similar state. (650-750) 20 
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274 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650-750) 20 

275 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650-750) 20 

276 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650-750) 20 

277 —— Similar coins (20). Similar state. (£650-750) 20 

278 —— Similar coins (11). Similar state. (£320-380) 20 

279 —— 4-Reales (14), generally with mint and assayer’s initials not showing or only 
partly showing, some with chopmarks and/or test cuts to rim. Mostly poor to 
fine. (£280-320) 14 

280 —— Similar coins (10). Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

281 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200—240) 10 

282 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

283 Similar coins. Similar state. (£200—240) 10 

284 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

285 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200—240) 10 

286 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

287 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

288 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

289 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

29) —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

291 —— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 
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Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200-240) 10 

— 2-Reales (28), mostly without mint or assayer’s initials showing, some with 
chop marks and/or test cuts. Mostly poor to fine. (£200—250) 28 

Similar coins. (25) Similar state. (£200-240) 25 

— Similar coins. Similar state. (£200—240) 25 

Similar coins. Similar state. (£200—240) 2 

— Reales (25), some of Potosi. Mostly poor to fine. (£150—200) 25 

Potosi, 8-Reales (17), with 8-Reales of metropolitan Spain (3), mostly with mint 
or assayer’s initials not showing or only partly showing. Mostly poor to fine. 
(£500-600) 20 

Mexico, Philip III, 4-Reales, 160(-), assayer F; others (2), assayer initials not 
showing and dates uncertain. About fine for issue. (£50—60) 3 

Potosi, Philips II, 4-Reales, assayer D (4); mint and assayer’s initials to right of 
shield, 4, star above to left; similar, but worn to left of shield and without 
mark of value showing; assayer’s initial to right of shield, III, pellet and star 
above, to left. First full and of good style, but only fair, second fine, third fine 
but with large piercing, last fair. (£120-150) 4 

— Philip III, 4-Reales, assayer R (2), assayer B (7); and another of Charles 
V, date uncertain. Mostly about fine for issue, but four, including last, 
pierced. (£200-250) 10 

An album of miscellaneous coins, etc. (94), mostly R and A, but including a 
gold locket made from a French Louis d’or and a Newfoundland, 2-Dollars, 
1872. Varied state, last two both pierced. (£80—100) 94 

An album of Indian coins in A (70), AE (10). Mostly fine. (£60-80) 80 

European hammered coins (57), mostly Deniers; Milan, hammered 4 (8), 
Varied state, but many fine and some better. (£80-120) 65 
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Miscellaneous coins of the World, mostly 20th Century issues and base metal 
(approx. 2,000). Varied state. (£100-120) Lot 

A similar lot (approx. 2,000). Similar state. (£100-120) Lot 

A similar lot (approx. 2,000). Similar state. (£100-120) Lot 

Miscellaneous coins of the world in silver (178) and base metal (166), mostly 
18th and 19th Century issues, many different countries. Several very fine. 
(£100—-120) 344 

Miscellaneous coins of the world, a large quantity, mostly modern issues, a few 
in silver. Generally fine to very fine, a few better. (£60-80) Lot 

Miscellaneous coins of the world, mostly 20th Century base metal issues 
(approx. 300). Mostly very fine, a few better. (£40-60) Lot 

Miscellaneous coins of the world, a large quantity, mostly base, a few in silver. 
Varied state. (£40-60) Lot 

Miscellaneous coins in A (40), including Nassau, Gulden, 1856, and AE (5). 
Mostly poor to fine, some pierced or otherwise impaired, the Gulden better 
than very fine. (£50-60) 45 

Coins of the world (779), mostly base metal, some in silver, many different 
countries. Many fine or very fine. (£80—100) 779 

Miscellaneous European medals (15), mostly Swiss, French and German, 18th 
and 19th century portrait pieces, in R (7), AZ (7) and Pb. (1). Very fine and 
better. (£180-220) 15 

Miscellaneous coins and tokens, generally 19th Century (22), together with a 
quantity of coin buttons and cuff-links in A (25). Fine or better. (£80—100) 

47 

Modern Proof coins of the world, sets (7), including a Yemen Royalist Crown, 
1965, other Crowns (2). About as struck. (£40—60) Lot 

Original red and gilt box for James Mudie’s National Medals, together with two 
trays and a description of the medals. (£40-S0) 1 

James Mudie’s “Historical and Critical Account of a Grand Series of National 

Medals”, 1820, 151pp., 10 plates. (£50-60) 1 
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320 Collection of European and world auction catalogues, some hardbound. 
~ (£20-30) 38 

321 A wooden coin case, 133in. x 93in., containing seven trays pierced for Maundy 
coins (lock but no key), in good order; together with modern numismatic 
books, British and foreign auction sale catalogues, and two coin boxes 
pierced for coins of crown size. Generally clean copies. (£50—60) Lot 

322 Spink Coin Auctions catalogues (20); other sale catalogues and numismatic 
books (41), including Monnaies Francaises, by V.G., Select Numismatic 
Bibliography, Elivira Clain-Stefanelli. Mostly clean copies. (£60—80) 61 

END OF SALE 
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Subscriptions to our catalogues run an annual basis from January each year. On 
average we issue some 20 coin catalogues, of which a minimum of four include 
Ancient coins, and a further four specialising in Orders, Decorations and 
Medals, for which separate subscription rates are offerd. Most catalogues 
contain some plates of illustrations. In the course of each year several of the 
catalogues are of more important collections, and usually two or more contain 

coins of the Ancient World. 

- Weaim to post the catalogues to arrive some three weeks prior to the date of the 
sale. Lists of “Prices Realised”’ are issued after each sale and these are enclosed 

_in a following catalogue, at no extra cost. 

Subscriptions received after July 1st are for half the annual cost. 

For the convenience of customers the subscriptions are priced for differing 
_ postal zones, and all overseas catalogues are sent by air mail. 

Zone A = U.K. and Ireland; Zone B = Europe; Zone C = Rest of the World 
Type of catalogue Zone A Zone B Zone C 
Ancient, British and 
Foreign Coins £20 £30 £40 ($65) 
Ancient Coins only 
(minimum 4 sales) £10 £15 £20 ($30) 
War Medals 

_ (minimum 4 sales) £10 £15 £20 ($30) 

Catalogue subscriptions can be paid by Cash, Cheque, Banker’s standing order 
mandate, or by Credit Card (Mastercard &3 and Visa HE only). Subscription 

_ forms will be sent on request — or if payment is by credit card, telephone orders 
are accepted. — 

: = | Important Notes for Buyers 
_ COMMISSION BIDS 
____ We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of Graham) on behalf of intending buyers, and no 

_ charge is made for this service. Lots will be purchased as cheaply as permitted by other bids and 
reserves. Bids must be submitted to Glendining & Co. at least one hour before the sale commences, 
and should be entered on the forms provided. Bids left by telephone will be accepted only on the 

_ condition that they are at the sender's risk, and must in any case be confirmed in writing. 
Bids by telephone, telex or fax are accepted (but must be received at least one hour before sales 

commence), and should be confirmed in writing. Overseas customers are urged to use these 
facilities, but all communications must be headed GLENDININGS. However we regret that bids left 
on our Answerphone service cannot be accepted. 

PAYMENT BY OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 
Payment should be made in Sterling in the form of cash, cheques drawn on a U.K. clearing bank, 

__ or by means of a banker's draft or telegraphic or cable transfer directly into our bank account, 
_ quoting the original invoice number. Credit Card payment is accepted for catalogues and catalogue 

_ subscription only — it cannot be used for settlement of lots purchased. 
Unless prior arrangements have been made, and payment is made by any other means, then the 

customer will be liable for any bank or collection charges concerned, and any losses arising from the 
conversion of foreign currencies into sterling. 
MIDLAND BANK plc, Hanover Square Branch, 19 St. George Street, London W1R OES. Tele- 

phone: 01-287 2000. Account No. 21101137 Glendining & Co. 

EXPORT LICENCES 
A specific Licence is required before export from the U.K. of items that cost £16,000 or more, and 

are at least 50 years old, and also for certain other categories. The obtaining of any export licence is 
the responsibility of the buyer. 
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George A. Brown, Box 3095, Langley, British Columbia, V: 

Tel: 604-534-8684 Fax: 604-594-4166 Telex: be 
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Telephone: 01-493 2445 (3 lines) 
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